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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to identify and describe an appropriate analog of
Hamilton’s Ricci flow for the noncommutative two tori, which are the prototype
example of noncommutative manifolds. Our main result is that we can express the
Ricci flow as an equation

dλ
dt

=λ12πζ f 2(0), (1.1)

for the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions of the Laplacian �′ ∼
k�k considered in [22], with the zeta function ζa(s)= Tr(a�−s). Moreover Equa-
tion (1.1) admits a reformulation in terms of pseudodifferential calculus and the
properties of the modular operator of the associated non-unimodular spectral geo-
metry on the noncommutative torus, as in [22]. This gives then an equivalent for-
mulation of (1.1) as

dλ
dt

=λτ( f 2R), (1.2)

where τ is the unique normalized trace (2.1) on the noncommutative torus and R
is obtained as

−1
12π2

R=2

∞∫

0

T (r)b0r dr,
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where, as in [22], one has σ(Bu)(ξ) = b0(ξ) + b1(ξ) + b2(ξ) + · · · the symbol of
Bu = (u1 − �′)−1, and T (r) has an explicit expression (3.7) involving the symbol.
This can then be re-expressed in terms of the modular operator �(a)= e−haeh

with a ∈ A∞
θ of the non-unimodular geometry k�k with k = eh/2, as shown in

Theorem 3.5.

1.1. THE RICCI FLOW AND NONCOMMUTATIVE GEOMETRY

Hamilton’s Ricci flow [37] on Riemannian manifolds (M, g) is given by the evolu-
tion equation

∂g

∂t
=−2Ric(g).

The Ricci flow became a fundamental tool in the study of the geometry and
topology of manifolds, starting with the seminal results of Hamilton [37,40–42],
and culminating more recently with Perelman’s proof of the Poincaré conjecture
[54–56], see also [1,52] and [11,47,49].

The Ricci flow also found many interesting applications in physics: for instance
in the renormalization group equations of two-dimensional sigma models [2], in
the evolution of the ADM mass in asymptotically flat spaces [26], and also, rece-
ntly, in studying the contribution of black holes in Euclidean quantum gravity [36].
In view of both the mathematical and the physical interest, and of the emergence
of noncommutative spaces as both an extension of Riemannian geometry [17,18]
and as a proposed setting for gravity models, we consider it to be an interesting
problem to derive extensions of the Ricci flow in the setting of noncommutative
geometry.

A possible extension of the Ricci flow to noncommutative spaces was proposed
in [59], within the spectral action paradigm for noncommutative geometry (see
[13,18]), according to which the analog of a (spin) Riemannian manifold in non-
commutative geometry is described by a spectral triple (A,H, D) as in [18], with A
a (noncommutative) algebra of “smooth functions”, H a Hilbert space represen-
tation (the noncommutative analog of square integrable spinors) and D a Dirac
operator. Euclidean gravity on such a noncommutative manifold is then described
by the spectral action functional of [13], which can be thought of as a modified
gravity model. The approach developed in [59] aims at defining an analog of Ricci
flow on noncommutative spaces by working directly in terms of the spectral action
functional.

The approach we follow in this paper is different from the one proposed in [59]
and it relies on generalizing to the noncommutative setting the behavior of Laplace
eigenvalues under the Ricci flow on ordinary manifolds, seen as providing a suit-
able spectral version of the Ricci flow.
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1.2. THE RICCI FLOW AND THE LAPLACE SPECTRUM

The behavior of eigenvalues of the Laplacian under the Ricci flow on Riemannian
manifolds is a subtle and important question: it is related, for instance, to Perel-
man’s monotonicity and entropy result in [54], which shows that the lowest eigen-
value of the operator −4�+ R is non-decreasing along the Ricci flow, and to other
results of a similar flavor in [9,10,27,46,48].

Here, in order to identify a prototype commutative model of what will hap-
pen for noncommutative tori, we focus on the result of [27], where Luca Fabrizio
Di Cerbo provides an equation for the evolution of Laplace eigenvalues, under
the very strong assumption of the existence and C1-differentiability of the eigen-
values λi (t) and eigenfunctions fi (t), along the deformation g(t) of the initial met-
ric determined by the Ricci flow. This strong assumption, which is in some sense
an analog of a Berger and Bando–Urakawa deformation result [4,6], may be too
strong for arbitrary manifolds (see the comments in [27]). However, since we are
interested in the particular case of the two-dimensional noncommutative tori, we
concentrate here only on the commutative case of two-dimensional surfaces, and
in particular of the commutative two-torus.

The properties of the Ricci flow in two-dimension were studied in [38] and [14,
39,43]. As shown in [38], in two-dimension the Ricci flow is related to the gradient
flow of the Yamabe problem. For any initial data, solutions exist for all time. For
surfaces of genus g ≥ 1, in was shown in [38] that any metric flows to a constant
curvature metric and in the genus zero case any metric with positive Gauss curva-
ture also flows to a constant curvature metric. The latter assumption in the genus
zero case was removed in [14] by showing that, for any metric on S2, the Gaussian
curvature becomes positive in finite time under the Ricci flow. In particular, in the
case of a commutative two-dimensional torus, an arbitrary initial metric flows to
the flat metric under the Ricci flow [38].

In the two-dimensional case, under the assumptions described above, the equa-
tion for the Laplace eigenvalues under the Ricci flow on a closed surface M is
given in Corollary 2.3 of [27] as

dλ
dt

=λ
∫

M

f 2 R dμ, (1.3)

where f = ft is the normalized evolving eigenfunction associated to the evolving
eigenvalue λ=λ(t), with

∫

M

f dμ=0 and
∫

M

f 2 dμ=1.
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1.3. THE RICCI FLOW AND NONCOMMUTATIVE TORI

Our key step in extending (1.3) to the noncommutative case lies in the formula-
tion of the Gauss–Bonnet theorem for noncommutative tori obtained by Connes–
Tretkoff in [22].

In the Gauss–Bonnet theorem, the analog of the curvature integral that com-
putes the Euler characteristic is given in terms of the value at zero of the zeta
function of the Laplacian on the noncommutative torus, and this, in turn, is com-
puted explicitly in terms of pseudodifferential calculus on the noncommutative
space, and proved to be independent of the Weyl factor as in the classical case.

In our approach to the Ricci flow, we adapt the same technique to deal with the
values at zero of a more general class of zeta functions associated to the noncom-
mutative geometry, those of the form ζa(s)=Tr(a �−s).

We then conclude the paper by mentioning some possible applications of this
noncommutative extension of the Ricci flow, both in the mathematical context and
in terms of applications to physics.

2. Ricci Flow and Zeta Functions

In this section we derive the formula for the Ricci flow on a noncommutative torus
in terms of zeta functions. We begin by recalling briefly the setting of [22] on
noncommutative tori, variations of the metric within a conformal class, and the
Gauss–Bonnet theorem.

2.1. NONCOMMUTATIVE TORI

We recall some basic properties of noncommutative tori, which we will need later,
following [16,22].

Let θ be an irrational number. Then the irrational rotation C∗-algebra Aθ is the
universal unital C∗-algebra generated by two unitaries U,V which satisfy the rela-
tion

U V = e2π iθV U, with U∗U =UU∗ =1= V ∗V = V V ∗.

The algebra Aθ is thought of as continuous functions on the noncommutative
two-torus T

2
θ [16].

A continuous action of T
2, with (T=R/2πZ), on Aθ is given by the two-param-

eter group of automorphism {αs}, for (s ∈R
2), determined by

αs(U
n V m)= eis.(n,m)U n V m .

The subalgebra of elements a ∈ Aθ for which the map s 	→ αs(a) is smooth is
denoted by A∞

θ . Alternatively, as in [16] one has

A∞
θ =

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
m,n∈Z

am,nU m V n : (|m|k |n|q |am,n|) is bounded for any positive k,q

⎫⎬
⎭ .
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The corresponding derivations are given by

δ1(U )=U, δ1(V )=0,

δ2(U )=0, δ2(V )= V .

These derivations are viewed as the analogs to the differential operators −i∂/∂x ,
−i∂/∂y of the classical case. We also have

δ j (a
∗)=−δ j (a)

∗, j =1,2.

For irrational θ , there is a unique normalized trace τ on Aθ given by

τ(U n V m)=0 if (n,m) �= (0,0), and τ(1)=1. (2.1)

This satisfies the analog of the classical integration by parts formula

τ ◦ δ j =0, τ (aδ j (b))=−τ(δ j (a)b), ∀a,b ∈A∞
θ , j =1,2.

More details on the structure of the noncommutative torus can be found, for
example, in [17,60].

It is customary to consider a Hilbert space H0 constructed as the completion of
Aθ with respect to the inner product

〈a,b〉= τ(b∗a), a,b ∈Aθ .

With respect to this inner product, δ1, δ2 are formally self adjoint unbounded
operators on H0. One can then add a complex structure by defining

∂= δ1 + iδ2, ∂∗ = δ1 − iδ2.

The operator ∂ is then an unbounded operator on H0 and ∂∗ is its formal
adjoint with respect to the inner product determined by τ .

The information on the conformal structure is contained in the positive Hochs-
child two-cocycle described in [17,19],

ψ(a,b, c)=−τ(a∂b∂∗c), a,b, c ∈A∞
θ .

The analog of the classical space of (1,0)-forms is the unitary bimodule H (1,0)

on Aθ obtained by the Hilbert space completion of the space of finite sums
∑

a∂b,
where a,b ∈A∞

θ , with respect to the inner product described above. We consider ∂

to be an unbounded operator from H0 to H (1,0). The Laplacian � on the func-
tions on T

2
θ is then defined as

�=∂∗∂= δ2
1 + δ2

2 . (2.2)
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2.2. VARIATION OF THE METRIC AND THE LAPLACIAN

We continue with our brief review of the notions of [22] that we will need to use
in the following.

We vary inside the conformal class of a metric by choosing a self adjoint ele-
ment h ∈ A∞

θ and defining the positive linear functional

ϕ(a)= τ(ae−h), a ∈Aθ . (2.3)

One constructs then a unitary left module Hϕ on Aθ by completing Aθ with
respect to the inner product

〈a,b〉ϕ =ϕ(b∗a), a,b ∈ Aθ .

One then considers ∂ϕ , which is the same operator as ∂ but viewed as an
unbounded operator from Hϕ to H (1,0), and one constructs the modified Lapla-
cian �′ as a positive unbounded operator acting in Hϕ given by

�′ =∂∗
ϕ∂ϕ. (2.4)

One then has the following result.

LEMMA 2.1 (Connes–Tretkoff [22]). The operator �′ acting on Hϕ is anti-unitarily
equivalent to the positive unbounded operator k�k acting on H0, where k =eh/2 ∈Aθ

acts by left multiplication on H0.

We refer the reader to [22] for more details.
By Lemma 2.1, one sees that �′ and k�k have the same eigenvalues. Thus,

we will be considering an analog of the Ricci flow equation (1.3) obtained by
Di Cerbo in [27], in the form of a time evolution equation for the operator k�k
involving its eigenvalues. This will give us an evolution of k = eh/2 and subse-
quently an evolution for h ∈ A∞

θ , which parameterizes the metric ϕ (through the
inner product induced by ϕ), with ϕ(a)= τ(ae−h) as above.

2.3. ZETA FUNCTIONS FOR NONCOMMUTATIVE TORI

For a classical (commutative) closed two-dimensional surface (in particular the two
torus), the spectral zeta function of the Laplacian � is given by

ζ(s)=
∑

j

λ−s
j =Tr(�−s), for Re(s)>1, (2.5)

where λ j are the eigenvalues of � and we have assumed that Ker(�)=0.
The function ζ(s) has a meromorphic continuation to the origin s =0, where it

has no pole, and we have (still assuming Ker(�)=0)

ζ(0)= 1
12π

∫

M

R dμ= 1
6
χ(M), (2.6)
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with χ(M) the topological Euler characteristic (by Gauss–Bonnet theorem), which
vanishes in the case of the two-torus T

2.
According to a general philosophy developed recently in [23–25], a good “set of

coordinates” on a noncommutative geometry is provided by a family of zeta func-
tions, which generalize the zeta function of the Laplacian � (or of a Dirac oper-
ator D) by including elements of the algebra A, in the form

ζa(s)=Tr(a �−s). (2.7)

In the case of an ordinary Riemannian manifold, it is proved in [23] that a sim-
ilar family of zeta functions reconstructs the manifold up to isometry. Here we
will use specific zeta functions in this family to extend the integration (2.6) to an
expression that recovers, for ordinary (commutative) two-tori, the eigenvalue equa-
tion for the Ricci flow of [27] and continues to make sense for all the noncommu-
tative two-tori.

PROPOSITION 2.2. In the case of the closed two-dimensional surface M , let f be
an element in the smooth subalgebra C∞(M) and consider the zeta function ζ f (s)=
Tr( f �−s) as above. Then ζ f (s) has a meromorphic continuation at s = 0 where it
satisfies

ζ f (0)= 1
12π

∫

M

f R dμ. (2.8)

Proof. We can work under the assumptions of Lemma 1.2.1 of [34], see also
(1.12.14) of [34], since Tr( f e−t�) is admissible in the sense specified there. Then
ζ f (s)=Tr( f �−s) can be written via Mellin transform as

Tr( f �−s)= 1
�(s)

∞∫

0

Tr( f e−t�) t s−1dt.

The function �(s)ζ f (s) has a meromorphic extension to C, with residues given
in terms of the coefficients an of the heat-kernel expansion, see Theorem 1.12.2 of
[34]. In particular, ζ f (s) is regular at s =0. As in [34], we have in general for m =
dim M ,

Tr( f e−t�)∼
∑

n

t (n−m)/2
∫

M

f an(�)dμ,

so that, combining this with what we already know from (2.6), we obtain as the
value ζ f (0) the integration (2.8).

We can then reformulate Equation (1.3) in terms of the zeta functions as follows.
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COROLLARY 2.3. Let M be a closed two-dimensional surface. The Ricci flow equa-
tion (1.3) for the eigenvalues of the Laplacian can be rewritten as

dλ
dt

=λ12π ζ f 2(0), (2.9)

where λ is an evolving eigenvalue and f the corresponding normalized evolving eigen-
function.

Proof. This follows immediately from the previous Proposition.

Now one can simply observe that the right-hand-side of (2.9) continues to make
sense when passing from commutative to noncommutative tori, hence it can be
taken as the appropriate extension of the right-hand-side of (1.3) in this context.

Thus, we conclude that a good analog of Ricci flow on noncommutative tori is
provided by Equation (1.1).

In the following, we obtain a more explicit expression for the right-hand-side of
(2.9) in the case of noncommutative tori, in terms of pseudodifferential calculus
and the modular operator, as in [22].

3. Value at the Origin

We first express the value ζa(0) in terms of pseudodifferential calculus, as in [22].

PROPOSITION 3.1. Consider a pseudodifferential operator with symbol∑
j≥0

b j (ξ1, ξ2), (3.1)

which is an approximation to the inverse of the operator (�′ +1) in the space of sym-
bols, with (ξ1, ξ2) the canonical coordinate system of R

2. Here b j (ξ1, ξ2) is homoge-
neous of order −2− j . Then

ζa(0)=−
∫
τ(ab2(ξ1, ξ2))dξ1 dξ2 =−τ

(
a

∫
b2(ξ1, ξ2)dξ1 dξ2

)
. (3.2)

Proof. The pseudodifferential calculus for noncommutative tori associates to a
symbol σ(ξ) = ∑

| j |≤n a jξ
j1

1 ξ
j2

2 , with a j ∈ A∞
θ a differential operator Pσ =∑

| j |≤n a jδ
j1
1 δ

j2
2 and, more generally, a pseudodifferential operator to an arbitrary

symbol σ ∈S =∪n∈ZSn , where Sn denotes the symbols of order n as in Definition
4.1 of [22].

For the Laplacian �′ ∼k�k, under the assumption that Ker(�′)=0, we can use
Mellin transform to get

ζ(s)=Tr(�′−s)= 1
�(s)

∞∫

0

Tr(e−t�′
) t s−1 dt.
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Using symbols, one can express the zeta function as an integration

ζ(s)= 1
�(s)

∞∫

0

∫
τ(σ (e−t�′

)(ξ))t s−1 dξ dt.

If Ker(�) �=0, one replaces Tr(e−t�′
) with Tr+(e−t�′

)=Tr(e−t�′
)−dim Ker(�′).

We can proceed in a similar way for the zeta functions ζa(s)= Tr(a�′−s). The
meromorphic extension of the function ζa(s) to C is equivalent ([58] §3.3.2.1–
3.3.2.2) to the existence of an asymptotic expansion for the resolvent traces Tr(a∂

p
λ

(�′ −λ)−1). Thus, by

e−t�′ =
∫

C

e−λ(t�′ −λ)−1dλ= t−p−1
∫

C

e−λ∂p
λt−1(�′ −λt−1)−1dλ,

the generalized heat trace Tr(ae−t�′
) also has an asymptotic expansion in the limit

t →0+, which we can write as

Tr(ae−t�′
)∼ t−1

∞∑
n=0

B2n(a,�′)tn . (3.3)

The zeta function ζa(s) and the generalized heat trace are related by the general
heat-zeta transition formulae ([58], §3.3.3.2) using Mellin transform

ζa(s)=Tr(a�′−s)= 1
�(s)

∞∫

0

Tr(a e−t�′
)t s−1 dt, (3.4)

and

Tr(ae−t�′
)= 1

2π i

∫

Re(s)=c

t−s ζa(s)�(s)ds. (3.5)

Here one replaces Tr(ae−t�′
) with Tr+(ae−t�′

) if triviality of the kernel of �′ is
not assumed.

The very general Grubb–Seeley transition formulae ([58] §3.3.3.2) relate an
asymptotic expansion

ε(t)∼
∞∑
j=0

n j∑
�=0

a j,�t
β j log�(t)

for an increasing sequence of 0<β j → ∞ and with n j ∈ N, to the meromorphic
structure of the Mellin transform f (z)=∫ ∞

0 t z−1ε(t)dt , by

f (z)∼
∞∑
j=0

n j∑
�=0

(−1)� �!a j,�

(z +β j )�+1
.
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When applied to the particular case (and simpler form) of the asymptotic expan-
sion (3.3), considering the fact that the Gamma function has a simple pole at zero,
we get

ζa(0)= B2(a,�′).

Equivalently, using the symbols calculus, we have

1
�(s)

∞∫

0

Tr(ae−t�′
)t s−1dt = 1

�(s)

∞∫

0

∫
τ(aσ(e−t�′

)(ξ))t s−1 dξ dt,

so that

ζa(0)=Ress=0

∞∫

0

∫
τ(aσ(e−t�′

)(ξ))t s−1 dξ dt,

where, for t →0+,

∫
τ(aσ(e−t�′

)(ξ))dξ ∼ t−1
∞∑

n=0

B2n(a,�′)tn .

Using again the Cauchy integral formula:

e−t�′ = 1
2π i

∫

C

e−tλ(�′ −λ)−1 dλ

and approximating the inverse (�′ −λ)−1 by a pseudodifferential operator Bλ with
symbol (3.1), as in [22,31], one then finds

B2(a,�′)= 1
2π i

∫

C

e−λτ (ab2(ξ, λ))dλdξ,

and, by the same homogeneity argument used in [22,31], one then finds, as in (3.2)
that ζa(0)=−τ(a ∫

b2(ξ)dξ).

We can then rewrite the above result, using the following computation as in [22].

LEMMA 3.2. Consider the pseudodifferential operator with symbol (3.1) as above.
Then

∫
b2(ξ1, ξ2)dξ1 dξ2 =2π

∞∫

0

T (r)b0r dr, (3.6)
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where b0 = (k2r2 +1)−1 and T (r) is given by the explicit expression (using Einstein’s
summation notation)

T (r)=−b0kδiδi (k)+3r2k3b2
0δiδi (k)+4r2k2b2

0δi (k)δi (k)+ r2k2b2
0δiδi (k)k

−2r4k5b3
0δiδi (k)−4r4k4b3

0δi (k)δi (k)−2r4k4b3
0δiδi (k)k

+r2kb0δi (k)b0(4kδi (k)+2δi (k)k)−2r4kb0δi (k)k
2b2

0(kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)

−r4k3b2
0δi (k)b0(8kδi (k)+6δi (k)k)+2r6k3b2

0δi (k)k
2b2

0(kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)

−r4k2b2
0δi (k)kb0(6kδi (k)+4δi (k)k)+2r6k2b2

0δi (k)k
3b2

0(kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)

+4r6k5b3
0δi (k)b0(kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)+4r6k4b3

0δi (k)kb0(kδi (k)+ δi (k)k).

(3.7)

Proof. In [22] it is shown that∫
b2(ξ1, ξ2)dξ1 dξ2 =

∫
S(ξ1, ξ2)b0 dξ1 dξ2, (3.8)

where b0 = (k2ξ2
1 + k2ξ2

2 + 1)−1 and S(ξ1, ξ2) is given by the explicit long formula
given on page 152–153 of [22]. After passing to polar coordinates in this formula
we obtain (3.7).

3.1. THE MODULAR OPERATOR

For consistency, we will be following here the somewhat unfortunate choice of
notation adopted in [22], according to which we will continue to denote the Lapla-
cian by �, while at the same time using the very similar notation � for the mod-
ular operator.

The latter is defined by

�(x)= e−h xeh, for x ∈A∞
θ , (3.9)

for h as in (2.3).
We recall the following result on the modular operator �.

LEMMA 3.3 (Connes–Tretkoff [22]). For every element ρ of A∞
θ and every non-

negative integer m one has

∞∫

0

k2m+2 um

(k2 u +1)m+1
ρ

1
(k2u +1)

du =Dm(ρ), (3.10)

where

Dm =
∞∫

0

xm

(x +1)m+1

1
(x�+1)

dx . (3.11)
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We refer the reader to [22] for more details. In the same way, we obtain the fol-
lowing variant.

PROPOSITION 3.4. For λ,ρ∈A∞
θ and for any choice of w, y, v∈Z>0 for which the

integral (3.12) is convergent,

∞∫

0

1
(k2u +1)v

λ
k2wu(w−1)

(k2u +1)y
ρ

1
(k2u +1)

du = Dw,v,y(λ, ρ) (3.12)

where

Dw,v,y(λ, ρ)=
∞∫

0

[
1

(x�−1 +1)v
(λ)

]
xw−1

(x +1)y

[
1

(x�+1)
(ρ)

]
dx . (3.13)

Proof. Using k = eh/2 and the change of variable u = es , we get

∞∫

0

1
(k2u +1)v

λ
k2wu(w−1)

(k2u +1)y
ρ

1
(k2u +1)

du

=
∞∫

−∞

1
(e(s+h)+1)v

λ
ehw+s(w−1)

(e(s+h)+1)y
ρ

es

(e(s+h)+1)
ds

=
∞∫

−∞

e(s+h)/2

(e(s+h)+1)v
�1/2(λ)

e(s+h)(w−1)

(e(s+h)+1)y
�−1/2(ρ)

e(s+h)/2

(e(s+h)+1)
ds

=
∞∫

−∞

1
(e(s+h)+1)(v−1)

ϒ(h, s)�1/2(λ)
e(s+h)(w−1)

(e(s+h)+1)y
�−1/2(ρ)ϒ(h, s)ds,

where

ϒ(h, s)=
∞∫

−∞

eit (s+h)

(eπ t + e−π t )
dt.

We then further write the above as

=
∞∫

−∞

1
(e(s+h)+1)(v−1)

�1,(h,s)(λ)
e(s+h)(w−1)

(e(s+h)+1)y
�(h,s)(ρ)ds,
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where

�1,(h,s)(λ)=
∞∫

−∞
�1/2−i t (λ)

eit (s+h)

(eπ t + e−π t )
dt

�(h,s)(ρ)=
∞∫

−∞

eit (s+h)

(eπ t + e−π t )
�−1/2+i t (ρ)dt.

We can then proceed by induction to obtain

=
∞∫

−∞
�v,(h,s)(λ)

e(s+h)(w−1)

(e(s+h)+1)y
�(h,s)(ρ)ds,

with �(h,s)(ρ) as above and with

�v,(h,s)(λ)=
v∏

j=1

∞∫

−∞
�1/2−i t j (λ)

eit j (s+h)

(eπ t j + e−π t j )
dt j .

We further write the above as

=
∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞
· · ·

∞∫

−∞

⎛
⎝ v∏

j=1

�1/2−i t j (λ)
eit j h

(eπ t j + e−π t j )

⎞
⎠

×
⎛
⎝

∞∫

−∞

e(s+h)(w−(v+1)/2)((eits ∏v
j=1 eit j s))

(e(s+h)+1)y
ds

⎞
⎠

× eith

(eπ t + e−π t )
�−1/2+i t (ρ)dt dt1 . . .dtv.

We denote by Fw,v,y the Fourier transform of the function

hw,v,y(s)= es(w−(v+1)/2)

(es +1)y
.

The expression above then becomes:

=
∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞
· · ·

∞∫

−∞

⎛
⎝ v∏

j=1

�1/2−i t j (λ)
1

(eπ t j + e−π t j )

⎞
⎠

×Fw,v,y

⎛
⎝t +

v∑
j=1

t j

⎞
⎠ 1
(eπ t + e−π t )

�−1/2+i t (ρ)dt dt1 . . .dtv
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=
∞∫

0

[(
x1/2

x�−1 +1

)v
(λ)

]
x (w−(v+1)/2)

(x +1)y

[(
x1/2

x�+1

)
(ρ)

]
dx

x

=
∞∫

0

[
1

(x�−1 +1)v
(λ)

]
xw−1

(x +1)y

[
1

(x�+1)
(ρ)

]
dx .

This is the expression Dw,v,y(λ, ρ) of (3.13).

We can now conclude the argument and give an expression for the Ricci flow in
terms of these properties of the modular operator.

THEOREM 3.5. The Ricci flow on the noncommutative torus is given by

dλ
dt

=λ12πζg2(0)=λτ( f 2R), (3.14)

where λ and f represent (respectively) the evolving eigenvalues and the corresponding
evolving normalized eigenfunctions of the Laplacian �′ ∼ k�k and

−1
12π2

R=
∑

i=1,2

(−k−1D0(δ
2
i (k))+3k−1D1(δ

2
i (k))

+4k−2D1(δi (k)
2)+ k−2D1(δ

2
i (k)k)−2k−1D2(δ

2
i (k))

−4k−2D2(δi (k)
2)−2k−2D2(δ

2
i (k)k)

+k D2,1,1(δi (k)k
−4,4kδi (k)+2δi (k)k)

−2k D3,1,2(δi (k)k
−4, kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)

−k3 D3,2,1(δi (k)k
−6,8kδi (k)+6δi (k)k)

+2k3 D4,2,2(δi (k)k
−6, kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)

−k2 D3,2,1(δi (k)k
−5,6kδi (k)+4δi (k)k)

+2k2 D4,2,2(δi (k)k
−5, kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)

+4k5 D4,3,1(δi (k)k
−8, kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)

+4k4 D4,3,1(δi (k)k
−7, kδi (k)+ δi (k)k)),

with k = eh/2, h =h∗ ∈A∞
θ , and � defined by �(x)= e−h xeh for x ∈A∞

θ , and with

Dm =
∞∫

0

xm

(x +1)m+1

1
(x�+1)

dx,

Dw,v,y(γ, ρ)=
∞∫

0

[
1

(x�−1 +1)v
(γ )

]
xw−1

(x +1)y

[
1

(x�+1)
(ρ)

]
dx,

for γ,ρ ∈A∞
θ .
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Proof. In Lemma 3.2 we have

ζa(0)= 1
12π

τ(aR),
with

−1
12π2

R=2

∞∫

0

T (r)b0r dr =
∞∫

0

T (r)b02r dr.

Using Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.4, with the change of variable u = r2, we
can rewrite the explicit expression (3.7) for T (r) and obtain the result as stated.

4. The Case of Rational Tori

We consider here the case of rational noncommutative tori. Except for the unique-
ness of the normalized trace τ , which holds in the irrational case (see [35]), the
rest of the discussion in the previous sections carries over to the rational case.
As it is well known, in the case θ = n/m ∈ Q, the algebra An/m is isomorphic
to the algebra �(T 2,End(Em)) of continuous sections of the endomorphism bun-
dle of a rank m vector bundle Em over the ordinary torus T 2, see for instance
Proposition 12.2 of [35]. This is obtained by first considering the trivial bundle
over T 2 with fiber Mm(C), endowed with the action of (Z/mZ)2 given by τ1,0 :
(μ, ν,M) 	→ (μ, e−2π in/mν,T MT −1), and τ0,1 : (μ, ν,M) 	→ (e2π in/mμ,ν, RM R−1).
The quotient by this action defines a non-trivial bundle over T 2, which can be
identified with the endomorphism bundle End(Em) of a vector bundle Em of rank
m. This means that the algebra of sections �(T 2,End(Em)) is the fixed point sub-
algebra of C(T 2,Mm(C))= C(T 2)⊗ Mm(C), under the action of (Z/mZ)2, which
on the algebra C(T 2)⊗ Mm(C) becomes of the form α1,0 : f (μ, ν)⊗ M 	→ f (μ,
e−2π in/mν)⊗ T MT −1, and α0,1 : f (μ, ν)⊗ M 	→ f (e2π in/mμ,ν)⊗ RM R−1, where T
and R are matrices

T =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 1 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 1 · · · 0 0
...

...

0 0 0 · · · 0 1
1 0 0 · · · 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

R =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 · · · 0 0
0 ξ · · · 0 0
...

...

0 0 · · · ξm−2 0
0 0 · · · 0 ξm−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

where ξ = exp(2π in/m). The algebra An/m is generated by U =μ⊗ T and V =ν⊗
R, which indeed satisfy the commutation relation of the noncommutative torus. In
particular, the algebra An/m has a nontrivial center isomorphic to C (T 2) and gen-
erated by elements of the form f (μm, νm), see Corollary 12.3 of [35]. This is in
contrast to the irrational case, where instead Aθ is simple.

Thus, in the case of rational noncommutative tori An/m we can consider the
Ricci flow, under the assumption that the element k = eh/2 is in the center of the
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algebra. This means, from the geometric point of view, modifying the metric on
An/m =�(T 2,End(Em)), using a conformal factor on the underlying commutative
torus T 2. Then directly evaluating the integral in Lemma 3.2 gives the following.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let θ=n/m ∈Q, and assume that the element k =eh/2 is in the
center of the algebra An/m . Then, with ϕ as in (2.3), the Ricci flow is given by

dλ
dt

=4π2λϕ( f 2(�′(1Aθ
)− δi (k)δi (k))). (4.1)

Proof. We have

dλ
dt

=4π2λτ(k−1 f 2δiδi (k)− k−2 f 2δi (k)δi (k))

=4π2λτ(k−2 f 2(�′(1Aθ
)− δi (k)δi (k)))

=4π2λϕ( f 2(�′(1Aθ
)− δi (k)δi (k)))

5. Noncommutative Black Holes

We give here an illustration of a possible physical application of the Ricci flow on
noncommutative tori discussed in the previous sections.

5.1. THE BTZ BLACK HOLE

The Bañados–Teitelboim–Zanelli (BTZ) black hole [3] is a black hole in (2 + 1)-
dimensional gravity. It is an asymptotically AdS2+1 space obtained as a global
quotient of anti-de Sitter space by a discrete group of isometries �⊂ SO(2,2) gen-
erated by a single loxodromic element. In Euclidean gravity, the Euclidean version
of the BTZ black hole is given by a quotient Xq = H

3/(qZ) of three-dimensional
real hyperbolic space H

3 (the Euclidean version of AdS2+1) by a subgroup �=qZ

of PSL(2,C) generated by an element q ∈C
∗ with |q|<1, acting on H

3 by (z, y) 	→
(qz, |q|y) in the realization of H

3 as the upper half space C × R
∗+, see [8,44,50].

The space Xq obtained in this way describes a spinning black hole whenever q
is not purely real. Topologically Xq is a solid torus, endowed with a hyperbolic
metric with conformal boundary at infinity given by the Tate-uniformized elliptic
curve Eq(C)= C

∗/(qZ). In other words, the compactification X q = Xq ∪ Eq(C) is
the quotient ��/� of the action of �= qZ on the domain of discontinuity �� ⊂
H

3 ∪ P
1(C), that is, the subset of the compactified H3 = H

3 ∪ P
1(C) on which �

acts freely and properly discontinuously. This is the complement of the limit set
�� ={0,∞}⊂P

1(C).
In recent years, noncommutative deformations of the BTZ black hole were con-

sidered in the context of string theory compactifications and of various proposals
for noncommutative models of gravity, see for instance [5,28,29].
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5.2. FROM ELLIPTIC CURVES TO NONCOMMUTATIVE TORI

We consider here a very natural noncommutative deformation of the Euclidean
BTZ black hole, based on considering a degenerating family of BTZ black holes,
where the uniformization parameter q tends to a point on the unit circle with irra-
tional angle q → e2π iθ , with θ ∈R�Q. This has the effect of replacing the elliptic
curve Eq(C)= C

∗/(qZ) with a “bad quotient” described by (the suspension of) a
noncommutative torus with algebra of functions C(S1)�θ Z=Aθ . The suspension
corresponds to the fact that the group �= e2π iθZ now acts trivially on the radial
direction in C

∗ = S1 × R∗+ so that the crossed product algebra describing the quo-
tient is given by Aθ ⊗C0(R

∗+).
Notice how in this case, while one thinks of the noncommutative torus itself as

a two-dimensional geometry, in the degeneration of the elliptic curve Eq(C) when
q → e2π iθ , it accounts only for a 1-dimensional geometry, which is the “bad quo-
tient” of a circle by the action of �=e2π iθZ �Z by irrational rotations. One is left
with a commutative radial direction R

∗+ which is not affected by the quotient, since
it is acted upon trivially. From the point of view of Ricci flow, this now allows
for more interesting behaviors than in the original commutative case, intuitively
because a one-dimensional geometry has been replaced in the limit by a richer
two-dimensional (but noncommutative) geometry. We discuss this briefly in Sec-
tion 5.3 below.

As the horizon Eq(C) degenerates in this way to a noncommutative torus T
2
θ ,

described in terms of the algebra Aθ ⊗ C0(R
∗+) above, the bulk space Xq also is

correspondingly deformed to a noncommutative space. In the limit q → e2π iθ the
action on H

3 becomes (z, y) 	→ (e2π iθ z, y). The resulting “bad quotient” Xθ exists
as a nice classical space and is replaced by a noncommutative space, which one
can think of intuitively as a foliation by noncommutative tori. In fact, we have
now the domain of discontinuity replaced by the set �θ = H3 � {z = 0} on which
� = e2π iθZ acts by (z, y) 	→ (e2π iθ z, y). All the bad quotients {(z, y) : z ∈ C

∗, y =
y0}/� are (suspensions of) noncommutative tori T

2
θ and the action of � is triv-

ial along the vertical direction, so we can regard the resulting space Xθ as a one-
parameter family of noncommutative spaces T

2
θ × R

∗+, one over each point y in
the vertical direction. More precisely, one obtains in this description an algebra
of coordinates that is of the form Aθ ⊗C0(R

∗+)⊗C0(R
∗+), where the further com-

mutative direction R
∗+ corresponds to the vertical direction in H

3. We can iden-
tify C0(R

∗+)⊗ C0(R
∗+) with C0(R

∗+ ×R
∗+) and further C0(R

2) by a homeomorphic
change of coordinates R

∗+ � r = eρ , ρ ∈ R. This non-unital algebra C0(R
2) has a

unitization given by C(S2), by passing to the one point compactification.

5.3. NONCOMMUTATIVE BLACK HOLES

We have described above a noncommutative deformation of the Euclidean BTZ
black hole at a purely topological level (as a C∗-algebra). We now consider the
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metric aspect and the behavior under the Ricci flow. First notice that the origi-
nal BTZ black hole, as a finite quotient of H

3 by a discrete group of isometries,
inherits from H

3 the hyperbolic metric. On an n-dimensional hyperbolic space H
n ,

with the standard hyperbolic metric, the Ricci tensor satisfies Ric(g)=−(n − 1)g,
hence it flows as g(t)= (1 + 2(n − 1)t)g, expanding for all times, with a backward
blowup at t =−1/(2(n −1)).

In the noncommutative deformation described above, one obtains different
behaviors under the Ricci flow, depending on how one treats the topology of
the commutative directions. As a product geometry T

2
θ × R

2, we can regard it as
endowed with a product metric. In that case, the Ricci flow preserves this form
and each factor evolves with its own Ricci flow equation. Thus, the noncommuta-
tive tori evolve according to the Ricci flow equation we described in the previous
section, while for the commutative direction we can have, for example, shrinking
spherical geometries, when compactifying to the one-point compactification S2,
steady torus geometries if compactifying to an S1 × S1, or more interesting pos-
sibilities such as a Witten black hole, also known as a Hamilton cigar soliton, see
[15] §4.3. This latter possibility is physically more suitable for a black hole inter-
pretation of the resulting space. A more interesting class of behaviors would be
obtained if, instead of the product metric, one would consider a warped product,
where the metric on the noncommutative torus T

2
θ (that is, the element k = eh/2

with h =h∗ ∈A∞
θ ) varies as a smooth function of the point in R

2.

6. Directions and Perspectives

The formulation of the Ricci flow we proposed here for two-dimensional non-
commutative tori is based on the behavior of eigenvalues of the Laplacian on a
two-dimensional manifold, under the Ricci flow, assuming some regularity con-
ditions on the evolving eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as in [27]. In the case
of classical two-dimensional tori one knows [38] that an arbitrary initial metric
flows to the flat metric under the Ricci flow. The expression we obtained in The-
orem 3.5 appears to be, in its present form, too complicated to check directly
whether this same property continues to hold for the noncommutative tori, but
we expect that further investigation along these lines will answer this natural ques-
tion.

In general, we hope that a good understanding of the Ricci flow on the non-
commutative two torus would lead us to a deeper understanding of the geometry
of spectral triples and the underlying topology, as did the original Ricci flow for
the classical case.

Whether a similar spectral formulation of the Ricci flow can be given for a
larger class of noncommutative spaces appears to be another interesting ques-
tion. The Ricci flow has been successfully applied in understanding the relations
between geometric and topological properties of Riemannian manifolds, in
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particular three-manifolds. A noncommutative analog of the Ricci flow would allow
us to pursue the same idea regarding this larger class of geometries.

In dimension higher than two, the equation obtained in [27] for the Ricci flow
(under the same strong assumptions) has the more complicated form

dλ
dt

=λ
∫

M

f 2 R dμ−
∫

M

R|∇ f |2 dμ+2
∫

M

Ric(∇ f,∇ f )dμ,

for the evolving Laplace eigenvalues and the corresponding normalized evolving
eigenfunctions. Thus, if one wishes to extend the approach proposed here, one
needs to provide a suitable interpretation of these additional terms, presumably
in terms of the heat-kernel expansion of a suitable Laplacian operator on the
noncommutative geometry. A good model case on which to test this method in
dimension three, where the Ricci flow should be most interesting, may be the rich
collection of noncommutative three-spheres, whose geometry and moduli spaces
were studied by Connes and Dubois-Violette [20].

Another possible point of view, which is naturally suggested by the case we con-
sidered here, is the relation between the Ricci flow and the Yamabe flow in two-
dimensions. This means that gaining a good understanding of how to extend the
Ricci flow to two-dimensional noncommutative spaces, such as the noncommu-
tative tori, may also yield useful suggestions on how to extend to noncommuta-
tive geometry the Yamabe flow and the Yamabe problem in higher dimensions.
Also, by working with the determinant of the Laplacian and its evolution equa-
tion under the Ricci flow, one would, by similar techniques, be able to extend to
noncommutative two-tori the results of [45] and obtain an analog of the Osgood–
Phillips–Sarnak theorem in this setting [53].

In terms of other possible physical applications, it is well known ([30], see also
[12] for a detailed discussion) that the Ricci flow arises as the weak coupling limit
of the renormalization group flow for non-linear sigma models. In recent years,
generalizations of non-linear sigma models were considered, where the both the
target and the source space can be replaced by noncommutative spaces. In particu-
lar, Mathai and Rosenberg [51] give a general form for an action functional where
the target space is a noncommutative Riemannian manifold (a spectral triple)
and the source space can also be a noncommutative space. In particular, they
study the case of sigma-models where these spaces are noncommutative tori. It
would be interesting to relate Ricci flow on noncommutative tori considered here
to the renormalization group analysis of these sigma-models.

Added Note. A few months after the archive posting of this paper, a different ver-
sion of the Ricci flow on noncommutative tori was proposed in [21,32,33], which
effectively answers the question on the analog of the Osgood–Phillips–Sarnak func-
tional mentioned here above. Their results also include a local expression for the
resulting scalar curvature in terms of the modular operator.
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